10 Reasons

to Outsource Your Nonprofit Accounting
1 Expert Resources

& Peace of Mind

Welcome aboard
a team of skilled
accountants to
seamlessly handle
your back office
financial operations
with an expert eye.
Gain accuracy, insights,
and the ability to make
data-driven strategic
decisions.

6 Process

Improvement

Upgrade,
professionalize, and
standardize your
financial processes
with the latest and
greatest technology.
It’s time to revel in
better efficiency and
on-time data delivery.

2 ENGAGE YOUR

BOARD MEMBERS
Walk into your board
room with confidence,
accurate financials,
and timely data.
Engage your
board members
with dashboard
style reports,
improved financial
understanding,
and ultimate
preparedness.

7 Lower

Risk

3 Consistency

& Redundancy
When you don’t have
staff turnover in your
financial team or
bookkeeper position,
your data is more
consistent year to year.
Outsourced providers
typically assign a
team to your account,
so there’s built in
redundancy.

8 Leaner

& Greener

4 More Hours

in Your Day

Yes, it’s possible!
Outsourcing frees up
time spent on data
entry and pulling
reports, fixes outdated
time-wasting systems,
and gives you more
time to focus on the
big picture.

9 Access, Access,

& More Access

Implementing a
third-party audit trail
will squash internal
financial risks of all
kinds.

We’re talking about
reducing your carbon
footprint by adopting
technology and virtual
services.

Meet us in the cloud
where you have full
access to your financial
data anywhere,
anytime.

Strong checks
and balances
come standard
with outsourced
accounting services.

Say goodbye to piles
of paperwork and
chopping down happy
healthy trees just to
please your auditors.

Outsourced virtual
accountants update
your data in real-time,
so when you have
questions or need
reports, we respond at
a moment’s notice.
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5 Scalability

& Sustainability
Financial management
tasks will no longer
drag your team into
the weeds during
high-activity times.
Professional services
help your team focus on
mission-related work.
Just because your
organization grows
doesn’t mean you need
to hire more staff.

10 REDUCE OVERHEAD

& SAVE MONEY

Outsourcing saves
your organization
money on: staffing and
benefits, staff turnover
and training, financial
mistakes, software,
hardware, and more.

